
GUILLOCHE

I have always been fascinated by the shifting, light reflecting, patterns of Faberge enamel boxes
and eggs. Intricate grooved lines are engraved into the metal below the enamel using
a "rose engine lathe"

Having spent some time experimenting with relief designs for decorating both porcelain and glass I
wondered if it were possible to print decals to produce similar effects.  After six months' progress has
at last been made!

The raised Guilloche decal pattern is first fired on to the glass or porcelain.  The ones for glass
are stained blue and the higher fire range for porcelain are stained red.

After firing the raised pattern can barely be seen as the pastes are now virtually transparent.

Now the magic begins!

A thin wash of bright gold or shiny platinum is applied and only now, after firing, can the full
Guilloche effect can be appreciated.  The pattern changes depending on the viewing angle so if you
walk past a Guilloche vase for example, the art work appears to switch and almost dance.

Large areas of bright gold are a doubtful enhancement especially as you can often see a distorted
image of yourself inadvertently captured during photography.  By firing a Guilloche pattern down
first, a much more luxurious effect can be achieved.

So far we have printed 5 background designs for porcelain (790C) and the same 5 designs suitable
for glass (590C)

These A5 sheets could  be particularly interesting for customers owning Crit Cutters.

As illustrated with the D150.6, the stamped out star can be re-inserted at a different angle.

D150.1 circles  D150.6 lines D150.7 flying geeseD150.4 swirls D150.10 hexagons



As far as I know Guilloche decals for both porcelain and glass are a new concept.  Hopefully
this will open up exciting decorating possibilities for all branches of ceramics and glass work.  

These 5 designs are geometric in nature but am looking forward to translating the technique into
more artistic light reflecting compositions.  Sadly CJB is only of limited artistic ability so would
welcome any contributions you may have.

We could print them exclusively for your own use if you were prepared to pay for the
generation costs.

Or, if we developed an idea together we would pay you a percentage on sales.

Firstly try out the basic technique and if you can recognise the potential and would like to participate
in the artistic development please contact chris@held.co.uk or phone 01423 770183

This an initial draft 26.03.18 and will be modified as time permits 

Looking forward to hearing your comments and questions - Chris
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